Introduction
Absitract: This report describes a method for the formal development of Ada programs from a formal specification written in Z. ANNotated Ada (Anna) is used as an intermediate language linking the more abstract Z specifications to the concrete Ada program. The method relies on the notion that successive small transformations of a specification are easier to verify than a few large transformations. Essentially the method uses three notations for the representation of the system: an implementation-independent notation for the specification of the system, an implementation-dependent notation for the representation of a lower level specification of the system, and the implementation language. Z and Anna are outlined briefly and examples of transformations are presented. A simple Z specification has been chosen and the transformations presented in the report are transformations of the Z specification into Anna. Conclusions are drawn about the development method presented.
This report describes recent work performed by the formal specifications project of the Software Engineering Institute in conjunction with members of the Anna project at Stanford University. Our work involved initial investigations into the development of software from a formal specification. This work resulted in a practical method for formal software development with some rules for transforming Z specifications into Anna specifications.
Motivation
Both safety-critical and security-critical systems require the greatest possible care in software development. In both cases, it is imperative that the developers exactly meet the intent of the system requirements. Thus, the system requirements must be stated as precisely and unambiguously as possible. The current best known approach to the precise, unambiguous statement * of requirements is to use mathematics to create a formal specification of the requirements. The customers must then agree that the formal specification satisfies their requirements.
Having created a precise, unambiguous specification of the desired system, a design and implementation of that system must be developed. The traditional approach has been to develop the system with design and code reviews and then to enter a testing phase to ensure that the developed code exactly meets the specification. This traditional approach is very costly and a prone to errors being introduced at each phase of the dcvelopment which are only discovered during the testing phase. The approach presented in this report should reduce the development expense by introducing less development errors than the traditional approach. Our approach is to transform the specification from an abstract statement of the requirements into the code by a sequence of transformation steps. The original specification needs to be complete, in that it describes all of the function of the system, since no new function should be added by the development process. Each step in the sequence may be shown (by formal proof if necessary) to meet the requirements stated in the previous step. Thus the developer is assured (again by proof if necessary, though testing may be preferable) that the resulting code meets the original specification and that no safety or security flaws have been introduced in the development process. Because each step in the sequence is a transformation of the previous step and because of the need to ensure that no safety or security flaws have been introduced, the original requirement must state not only what the system should do, but also what it must not do. This ensures that no additional functionality is introduced in the development process. Such requirements may be thought of as safety requirements for the system. Although our specifications do not include such safety requirements, due to our use of an existing example specification; however, the method is appropriate for these types of requirements, since they are expressed as predicates in the same way that the requirements on what the system should do are expressed.
This report describes a method for developing code from a formal specification that reduces (eliminates in the case of full formality) errors introduced in the process of developing code that conforms to the specification. The method is general and may be used for any appropriate specification and programming languages (although at present linguistic and machine support for our method is limited to the languages chosen). The general approach of the method is I to transform the initial specification into a form that is programming language-specific. The programming language-specific specification is subsequently transformed into a program in the appropriate language. Because the resulting code meets the original specification, it is important that the original specification has been carefully analyzed for unexpected function (such as a security loophole) and that any undesired function has been eliminated before development takes q place.
Z was selected as our language-independent notation because of its applicability to the specification of software systems. The structuring capabilities of the Z schema language were also considered advantageous in a specification language. Ada was chosen because it is a required language for Department of Defense contractors and because it has the language-specific specification language, Anna. The Anna language and associated tool set were chosen because the language is based on the same underlying mathematical model as Z and the tool set performs the necessary function of inserting checks into runtime Ada code based upon the Anna specifications.
Background
The notion of using a language-specific specification notation is not new. Larch [2] is based on the notion of using a language-independent notation for the specification of a system and a languagespecific notation for lower level details not captured by the language-independent specification. Larch is based on equational logic while our approach is based on predicate logic and set theory.
Further, the Larch language dependent components have been developed specifically for Larch whereas our approach links Z with Ada, using Anna as an intermediate link.
The method presented in the report depends heavily on the notion of refinement of Z specifications from abstract specifications to more :oncrete specifications. This is, in some ways, similar to the work of Carroll Morgan [5] where a calculus of refinement is presented. Morgan's book addresses the use of fully formal refinements in code development, whereas our approach permits the use of a less formal approach if desired. Further, Morgan's book concentrates on refinements of specifications to code and performance issues. Our approach can use these refinements; however, we have tried to present a view of the process of code development using refinement, rather than to concentrate on the refinements themselves. Later work should investigate performance issues, since these are of importance to many systems: This report concentrates on the basic method, leaving performance as an issue to be addressed.
Structure of the Report
In the remainder of this report, Chapter 2 presents a brief overview of the Z language and Chapter 3 presents an equivalent overview of the Anna language. Neither of these chapters attempts to act as a language tutorial; they do, however, contain references to appropriate material. Chapter 4 describes the method through which we develop code from a specification; it makes brief comments with respect to tool support for the method. Chapter 5 lists the transformations between Z and Anna that have been developed for the purposes of the example used in the report. The example we use is taken directly from Mike Spivey's Z tutorial [6] and is the specification of a birthday book-a system to maintain a collection of names and associated birthdays, and having facilities to add new birthdays and query the birthday book for useful information. Chapter 6 presents our conclusions about the use of our method for developing code from a specification and also lists the future dirictions in which this work may go. The complete Z specification of the example may be found in Appendix A and the equivalent Anna specification is to be found in Appendix B. 
Z Overview
Z is a language for writing formal specifications using a mathematically based notation. The concepts of a system being specified are grouped into separate modules called schemas. In general, schemas consist of data definitions and constraints (expressed as predicates) on that data. These schemas may be combined into larger units using more of the Z notation.
The Z language has two components: the mathematical language which is used to write the contents of a schema and the schema language which is used to join schemas together to construct a system.
The mathematical language of Z uses the notation of predicate logic, sets, and functions to express the behavior of a system as a collection of abstract schemas. All the standard operations of sets such as set membership, intersection, union, powersets, are defined in Z. All mathematical concepts are built on the defined axioms of set theory. Among these is the concept of a function, and the mapping of a domain set to a range set. Total and partial functions may be described using the Z notation, as may other more general forms of mappings between domain sets and range sets.
A schema is defined as having two parts: a declarative part, and a predicative part (which may be empty). For example, a schema S is defined as: In the following example, it should be noted that the declaration is equivalent to schem. declarations of the form already shown, the different syntax is convenient when a schema with many variables or predicates is to be declared. Consider the following schema:
CMU/SEI-91-TR-1 In addition to the A notation described above, a schema may be included in another schema using the -notation, for example, EBirthdayBook. This inclusion describes an operation which does not change the state of the original schema. One way to think of this is that, along with the new variables, the constraints known' = known and birthday' = birthday are added to the predicative part. Further, the original constraints and the equivalent decorated constraints are 6 added, so we would also add:
The schema language is used to join schemas (defined using the iLathematical language) to form larger schemas that describe larger components of the system. This report covers only the use of the simple schema language connectives conjunction A and disjunction V and schema inclusion which has already been described. This chapter has been a very brief overview of the Z notation and concepts. A full description can be found in the Z reference manual [7] .
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Anna Overview
ANNotated Ada (Anna) is a language extension to Ada [1] that includes facilities for formally specifying the intended behavior of Ada programs. Anna was designed to augment Ada with precise machine-processable annotations so that well established formal methods of specification and documentation could be applied to Ada programs. In this chapter, a brief outline of a few types of annotation is given. A full definition of Anna is provided in the Anna reference manual [4] . An introduction to Anna describing the concepts of the language and the way in which refinement may be performed using Anna may be found in Luckham's book
Anna is based on first-order logic and its syntax is a straightforward extension of the Ada syntax. Anna constructs appear as formal comments within the Ada source text (as specialized Ada comments). Anna formal comments are introduced by special comment indicators in order to distinguish them from informal comments. The two kinds of Anna formal comments are virtual Ada text, each line of which begins with the indicator --:, and annotations, each line of which begins with the indicator --I.
Virtual Ada text is Ada text appearing in formal comments, but obeying all of the Ada language rules. Virtual text may refer to actual Ada code, but is not allowed to affect the computation of the actual program. Therefore, actual text cannot refer to virtual text. The purpose of virtual Ada text is to define concepts used in annotations. Often the formal specification of a program will refer to concepts that are not explicitly implemented as part of the program. For example, a function may be useful for the specification but may not be useful in the program. Such concepts can be defined as virtual Ada text. Virtual Ada text provides a computation model of the system. Since virtual Ada follows the rules of Ada code, it states how a function is to be performed, rather than stating only what function is to be computed. Generally, virtual Ada is used to provide function definitions required for specification purposes rather than to provide a specification of the system.
A concrete example of virtual Ada text is in the specification of a stack. If the stack is bounded, the specification will have to describe the bound by checking the current size of the stack against the maximum permitted size of the stack. Thus, a function to compute the size of the stack will be useful. Further, if we assume that the specification calls for the implementation to raise an exception if the bound should be exceeded, the interface available to users of the stack package does not need to include the size of stack function. Thus, the size function is useful for the specification of the behavior of the package, but is not part of the interface of the package. In this case, the size function would be best written as virtual Ada text.
Annotations place constraints on the Ada program. They are specifications that apply within specific scopes of the Ada program. Annotations are constructed using boolean expressions.
An example of an annotation is:
The annotation indicates that all values of the integer MAX must lie in the range of 0 to 100 inclusive.
The location of an annotation in the Ada program indicates the kind of constraints that the annotation imposes on the program. Anna provides different kinds of annotations, each associated with a particular Ada construct. The Anna expressions extend (are a superset of) the expressions in Ada. The annotations that appear in examples in this report include: subtype annotations, which are constraints on Ada types; object annotations, which constrain Ada variables to satisfy specified conditions; and subprogram annotations, which specify the behavior of an Ada subprogram, typically through input/output specifications. Annotations may be used to provide a declarative model of the system. They may be used to describe input and output conditions to Functions'as well as axioms relating functions within a package to each other.
A suite of tools for the transformation of Ada with annotations and the analysis of Anna specifications exists and is freely available from Stanford University.
*, Chapter 4 Software Development by Refinement
This report describes a particular version of a general approach to software development using notions of refinement, specifically using: a language-independent notation for initial representation and design of a system, a language-dependent notation for further design, and a programming language for implementation. For most programming languages, a suitable language dependent notation does not exist.
Deciding to use Z and Anna to aid the development of Ada programs is not sufficient; it is also necessary to have a method through which the notations are to be used. This chapter outlines a method for formal software development using Z and Anna and discusses the decisions a developer may make with respect to the relative use of Z and Anna.
Broadly, our approach is to capture the system requirements in the Z notation, refine the Z notation both to add detail to the specification and to bring the specification into a form suitable for transformation into Anna. The Anna specification may be further refined and then is extended with Ada until the specification has been satisfied.
Since Anna is a specification language, we could use it from the start of the development process; however, there are three reasons why we prefer to use Z initially and subsequently transform the Z to Anna:
1. Incremental development of the system specification is an important development technique for large systems. While this is possible using Anna, the Z schema language not only allows for incremental development, but also preserves the development history-an important feature when tracking down specification flaws.
2. Z has a notational convenience over Anna which leads to a simpler.way of dealing with problems of incompleteness and ambiguity within the specifications.
3. Z has many more built-in facilities for expressing abstractions. Each of these built-in facilities has been developed with a notation and rules for use. Although these could be provided for Anna, they would need to be added to the existing language. This has not been done to date.
The first stage of this approach, the capture of the system requirements in the Z notation, is not covered by this paper. However, we do consider it important to confirm that the Z specification is an accurate description of the desired system. If the tools existed, we would analyze the Z specification until we were satisfied that it accuratly described the desired system. However, since a tool that operates directly on Z does not exist, we transform the Z specification into an equivalent Anna specification (at present this is done manually, though the process can be automated).We may then use appropriate i' nna tools to analyze the transformed specification to help to confirm the accuracy of the Anna description of the system with respect to the requirements. If the transformations preserve meaning and have been performed without error, then we can conclude that the Z specification is an accurate representation of the desired system and is, therefore, suitable as a basis for the design process (as is the Anna specification).
Typically, for any less-than-trivial system, the specification will be abstract and there will be no obvious correspondence between the specification and the implementation. The job of the developer is to refine the Z specification, introducing design choices that lead the specification toward an implementation. After completing each refinement, the developer can prove that the newly created Z specification is correct with respect to the previous specification. The proof obligation can be determined at each step by using the Z rules of refinement.
As the Z specification is refined with more detail added, it will become obvious that a corresponding Anna specification can be created using the transformations provided by the method. The corresponding Anna specification will then be used for further development. It should be noted that the transformation rules applied at this point may be different from those used when analyzing the specification. The reason for this difference is that developers will read and refine this Anna specification, but the transformation for purposes of analysis will be manipulated by Anna tools rather than humans.
The final stage of the approach is to implement the Anna specification by developing appropriate Ada code. This stage involves further refinements of the specification; these refinements will either be more modifications to the Anna specification or addition of Ada declarations and executable statements. As development proceeds, the executable Ada program will become complete and will be a correct implementation of the Anna specification. Compilation of the code will insert rurttime checks ensuring that the code conforms to the Anna specification.
The development approach outlined above offers the developer a number of choices over the notations to be used. The outline suggests that initially the system will be represented by a description written in Z which will be refined in Z for some number of refinements; then it will be transformed into Anna and will be further refined; finally, code will be added. The developer chooses when to transform the Z specification to an Anna specification. The method allows a complete range of possibilities: from an immediate transformation from Z to Anna with all subsequent refinements performed using Anna refinement steps as described by Luckham [3] , to a complete refinement in Z with a transformation into Anna just prior to the addition of executable Ada code. We expect that most developments will fall somewhere between these two extremes, and that the tastes, skills and background of the developers will dictate when the Z to Anna transformation occurs. 
Z to Anna Transformations
This chapter describes the transformations from Z to Anna that have been identified through the development of the birthday book example. For each transformation, we describe the characteristics of the Z schema that is to be transformed, the Anna specifications that will be derived, and we give an example from the birthday book. We list the transformations according to the structure of the Z schema being transformed.
There are many ways in which a piece of Anna specification may be derived from a Z schema, and the particular transformation will depend upon the context of other transformations. For example, a variable in a Z schema may be transformed to either a function (acting as an outside observer on the state of a package) or to a package body variable depending on whether the transformation is being performed for the purposes of testing the Z schema or for further software development.
Simple Data Schema
A simple data schema is a Z schema that includes no other schemas and has no input or output variables. Thus, it consists of a name, some variables and their types, and a number (possibly zero) of constraints in the predicative part of the schema. The general structure of the schema is:
This schema declares Z state variables and places some constraints on those state variables.
The name of the schema provides the name of the package into which the state variables and constraints will be placed. This is a simplification for the purposes of this initial investigation; further investigation needs to take place with respect to inclusion of multiple schemas which will affect the decisions for package naming conventions. The choice of transformation, to functions or to variables, affects the rest of the transformations relating to the package. If the variables are transformed into functions, then the function specifications and all other procedures and functions defined in the package specification may refer to these variables. If the variables are transformed into package body variables, then the procedure and function specifications that refer to these variables will also be placed in the package body. In a full software development, the fact that the Anna specification is incomplete is not a disadvantage since specifications (in the Z form) for the Ada procedures and functions will exist.
Transformation to Functions
If the Z state variables are thought of as observers on the state of the schema, then an appropriate transformation of the state variables would be to Ada functions that act as observers on the state of a package. The Anna way of creating observers on the state of a package is by the use of functions that return appropriate values. This transformation is best when analyzing the Z specification using the Anna specification analyzer. The constraints then become axiomns of the package specification.
Given appropriate type declarations, the simple data schema becomes:
package SimpleData is function varl return TYPE1; function yarn return TYPEn;
--I predn;
end SimpleData;
Transformation to Variables
Another way to think of the Z state variables is that they are variables that may be manipulated by the package developer, but not manipulated by users of the package. The obvious transformation is to create package body variables. It would be nice if the Z constraints could then be transformed into invariants in the package body; however, such a transformation is incorrect. An Anna invariant must be true everywhere in the body of the package, but the Z constraints need only be true in the pre-and post-conditions of the schema. The Z constraints may be transformed into virtual Ada functions which would then be invoked by every function and procedure that is a transformation of a Z schema.
The transformation of schemas such as SimpleData into package variables needs further work, particularly with respect to the transformation of the constraints.
Transformation of BirthdayBook to Functions
There are two ways to transform the variables of the rchema BirthdayBook: into functions or into variables. Since the choice affects the rest of the transformations in our complete example, and we have chosen to maintain all of the components of the birthday book specification in the Anna package specification, we have chosen to transform the variables into functions. The only reason for maintaining all the components of the specification in the package specification is so that the Anna package specification is complete in its own right. Otherwise, we would have to rely on the Z specification to give semantics to the procedure and function headings of the Ada package specification, with Anna being used to describe the semantics of the Ada package body.
If we transform the schema BirthdayBook BirthdayBook known: P NAME birthday: NAME -+ DATE known = dom birthday into functions, then we derive the following Anna specification. Throughout the Anna specifications, we will assume that generic packages SETCONCEPTS and MAPCONCEPTS are provided as part of the Anna library used for Z to Anna development. We have not listed these packages in this document; however, their specifications are such that the facilities provided as part of Z are available to Anna users.
The SETCONCEPTS package will contain specifications of operations such as:
MEMBER -which, given a set and a value, returns true if the value is an element of the set.
UNION -which, given two sets, returns the set that is their set union.
ISEMPTY -which, given a set, returns true if there are no values in the set.
The MAPCONCEPTS package will contain specifications of operations such as:
DOMAIN -which, given a map, will return the set of elements comprising the domain of the map.
I
MAPSTO -which, given an element of the domain and an element of the range of the map, will return a new map element.
There will be specifications of other operations in the SETCONCEPTSand MAP-CONCEPTS packages. The operations listed above are the operations used in this report.
The types NAME and DATE are not described further in the Z document, so they will become private types in the Anna specification. If the Z specification were complete, we would see either NAME and DATE as parameters to the specification or they would appear through inclusion of a schema that models them appropriately. 
Transformation of an Operation to a Procedure
A schema may include other schemas (of the SimpleData form) in order to operate on the included data in various ways. If the SimpleData schema is included with the A operator, then by convention, the meaning is that the state may change. Such a schema is translated into an Anna procedure specification. In addition to the schema inclusion, additional Z variables may be declared. If these are decorated by a question mark (?), they are assumed to be input variables and if they are decorated with an exclamation mark (!), they are assumed to be output variables. where the constraints opredl ... opredp are constraints involvihg the input and output variables of this schema and the decorated (with a prime) and undecorated variables of the SimpleData schpr-a. The constraints may be divided into two groups: input predicates and output predicates. Input predicates are those that involve only undecorated variables from the SimpleData schema and variables declared in the OpProc schema that are decorated with a question mark (the input variables); all other constraints are output predicates. Thus, the input constraints for the translation will be a conjunction of the constraints of SimpleData and those constraints of OpProc that are input constraints. Similarly for the output constraints.
Then, Z schemas of the form

OpProc
This translates into a procedure specification that is part of the package SimpleData. 
'Transformation of an Operation to a Function
Another way to include one schema in another is to use the E annotation. This is similar to the A form of inclusion just shown, but there is also a requirement that none of the state variables will be changed by the operation. In all other respebts, these schemas have the same form as those shown in the previous section. is an example of schema inclusion with the E decoration where there is only one output variable; thus we can transform this into the following Anna function specification. function FIND_BIRTHDAY(ANAME : in NAME) return DATE; * --I where
OpFun
--I j return ADATE: DATE => --I ADATE = MAP_CONCEPTS.MAPSTO(BIRTHDAY, ANAME); All of the Z map concepts are collected together in the MAPCONCEPTS generic package.
Transformation of a Predicate
As seen in preceding sections, Z schemas may include other schemas and add additional constraints. We have shown that a schema, when included with either a A or ': decoration, may * be transformed into an Anna procedure or function specification.
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There are occasions, however, where a simple data schema is included and additional constraints are added; such schemas have the following form:
ConsData SimpleData apredl apredn
These schemas are problematic and show a subtle difference between Z specifications and Anna specifications. Z is used to create declarative specifications with no implied execution model. The Z schemas are statements about facts of the system. Schemas of the form of ConsData are used to state additional facts about the state of the system. The predicates in these schemas do not need to be true for the entire life of the system, but only need to be true when the schema is included with other schemas. Anna is declarative, but does imply a model of execution, thus the purely declarative schemas of the ConsData form may not transform wholly automatically from Z to Anna. Context will be required to determine an appropriate transformation.
An example is the InitBirthdayBook schema
InitBirthdayBook BirthdayBook
which is clearly a schema that describes the initial state of the BirthdayBook schema and would be translated into the following Anna
In general such a simple transformation will not be possible. A more general approach will be required to transform such schemas into appropriate Anna specifications. The appropriate transformation may be an Ada procedure that raises an exception if the predicate is not satisfied. This is an issue for further investigation.
Transformation of Schema Conjunction and Disjunction
It is possible to connect schemas (by means of schema disjunction and conjunction) in ways that pieces of program cannot be connected. For example, a schema of the form
defines Schemal to have the behavior of either the combined behaviors of Schema2 and Schema$ or the behavior of Schema4.
The most appropriate way to deal with such a schema definition is to expand the definition using the Z rules of schema definition to create an equivalent schema definition that may be transformed using the rules presented in this chapter.
Let us assume that in the following example transformations, we have already defined the following schemas
Schemal_ Includes l varsl: TYPES1 predsl1
Schema2 Includes2
where Includesi and Includes2 are the schemas included (by simple naming, A or S) into the schema; varsi and vars2 are the lists of variables (and their types) declared in the schemas; and, predsl and preds2 are the predicates constraining the variables in their respective schemas.
Then, schema conjunction,
would be rewritten first as:
If there are common names in the lists varsl and vars2, or if Includesi and Includes2 contain * the same schema inclusion, then only one copy of the variable or schema will be included. This means that variables with the same name, included more than once (as can occur in examples such as this) must have the same type. In the case where Includeai contains ASimpleData and Includes2 contains SSimpleData, the combined schema will use ASimpleData; for each variable v of SimpleData, a predicate VIt V CMU/SEI-91-T1-1will be added to the appropriate predicate part of the combined schema.
In a way similar to schema conjunction, schema disjunction Schema3 Schemal V Schema2 will be rewritten as:
The resulting schemas may now be transformed according to our other transformation rules.
Example of Schema Conjunction and Disjunction Transformation
The birthday book example uses schema conjunction and disjunction in the creation of the stronger specification. We are interested in the transformation of It remains uncertain whether such transformations are required in practice. Although this type of transformation is acceptable, it may be that, because of our approach to the transformation of schema conjunctions and disjunctions, schema constants will not be present in the specification at transformation time. For the present, we describe this transformation until further investigation determines that it is unnecessary.
Possible Future Rules
It is clear that there are other rules still to be derived, particularly with respect to schemas that include multiple other schemas. Our approach to schema conjunction and disjunction may be too heavy-handed and we may find ways to connect Anna specification fragments in the same way that we connect Z schemas.
Also, further rules may need to be developed to consider the inclusion of a simple data schema within a "A" operation which is itself included in another operation with a A operator, in effect, creating AASimpleData. Such an inclusion is of dubious value in a Z specification and perhaps it should be considered an error. However, if a genuine interpretation of AA can be found, we should consider what it means in terms of an Anna specification. Z schemas may be connected.
Other aspects of Z specifications require further transformation rules. Z is able to specify the use of infinite sets, as has been shown by the birthday book example. Ada, as a programming language that executes on finite machines, cannot implement such sets. Generally, infinite sets are an abstraction used for specification purposes and the designers will develop a finite implementation of the sets. There may be an opportunity to develop an Anna specification of finite sets from the Z specification of infinite sets. However, since such a development will be system dependent, we cannot provide general transformations. An alternative is to eliminate the infinite sets in either the Z or the Anna notations. Investigations are required to determine the best development approach for infinite sets.
A further Z feature is the use of polymorphic types in the system specifications. It seems obvious that the specification of polymorphic types should transform to Anna specifications of generic packages. However, this transformation should be investigated to determine its appropriateness. Similarly, Z can hide variables declared in the schemas. It seems that hidden variables would transform to variables in the private parts of the package specifications. Such transformations need to be checked for appropriateness.
Z can specify non-deterministic behavior in the system. Anna can also be used to specify nondeterministic behavior. It remains to determine whether such behaviors should be eliminated before the transformation to Anna, or in the addition of Ada code. This issue is probably best left up to the developers of a specific system, since the appropriate time for elimination of non-deterministic behaviors (if they should be eliminated at all) is dependent on the particular system. The method should give guidelines on transformations of non-deterministic behaviors to deterministic behaviors in both the Z and Anna notations, leaving the choice of which transformations should be applied to the developers. 
Conclusions
This chapter presents the conclusions we have drawn from the development of the method based on our use of the birthday book example. We also describe planned future work that will provide more examples of the use of the method as well as enable us to further develop the method.
An important function of a: specification is to provide the basis from which executable code may be developed. This report describes a methcd through which such development can take place. The method may be used with varying levels of formality ranging from the rigorous approach to a fully formal approach, the former giving the developer confidence in the developed system and the latter giving the developer certainty that the developed system meets the specification. Although we use heuristic guidelines to choose the transformations, we believe that the correctness of the transformations may be proven. So, regardless of the transformation chosen, the meaning of the specification will be preserved. Thus we claim a fully formal development process is achievable using this method.
Rather than take the more traditional verification approach of attempting to prove the final code " against the original specification, we suggest an approach where small, incremental verifications may be performed. Each incremental proof step will be easier to perform than the entire step, thus enabling our method to be proven by hand or with less sophisticated tools than those used by the average developer.
We can take specifications written in Z and, using the Anna tool set, can convert these specifications using a sequence of transformations into runtime code. The runtime code developed using this method contains checks that ensure conformance with the Anna specification. The method ensures that the Anna specification is a correct derivative of the original Z specification; thus, we have confidence that the code, as long as it does not raise an Anna exception, conforms to the original Z specification.
If each step in the process is incrementally verified, the system (given input allowable by the original Z specification) will not raise Anna exceptions. In less formal developments, errors may arise and the code will raise Anna exceptions. We claim that it will be easier to debug the code, since the exception will be raised at the point at which the error occurs rather than at a later point. We have presented the transformations from Z to Anna based on the development of the birthday book example. The transformations may be applied in a systematic manner that can be automated. We have confidence that the transformations may be applied in the same systematic manner on larger specifications.
The birthday book example is trivial to the extent that it is not clear why a developer would wish to make the refinement chosen rather than transform the specification directly into Anna. Indeed, a developer may write the specification in Anna immediately and feel confident that it is a specification of the desired system. We chose the birthday book as an example system in order to develop the approach described in the report so that it is easy for the reader to understand the specification and concentrate on the method rather than the problem. With more complex examples, the way in which Z schemas may be composed, using the schema language, may make it desirable to use Z initially rather than to use Anna immediately.
Future Work
There are a number of directions that must be explored to further the work presented in this paper.
Larger examples must be developed using the method presented in this report. This work may involve the development of further heuristics with respect to Z to Anna transformations, although if we discover that each new system developed using the method involves new transformations, we might conclude that the method is not appropriate for software development. There are still some forms of Z schema for which appropriate heuristics for deriving Anna have not yet been developed. An example is a schema that includes multiple "data" schemas.
The issue of tool support must be investigated further; the use of the Anna specification analyzer on the transformed Z specification is awkward since errors are presented in terms of Anna, but we are encouraging the developer to modify the Z specification. In the long run, it may make sense to convert the Anna specification analyzer to work directly on the Z specification. We have discussed a tool to automate the transformations between Z and Anna; it remains for this tool to be built.
The transformations between Z and Anna presented in this report must be shown to be semanticpreserving transformations. Although we believe this to be the case, we have not yet formally proven that the transformations are meaning-preserving.
We have stated throughout that this report describes a possible development path; it would be interesting to attempt such a development using other notations, for example, developing C code from Z. The problem with this extension is that the intermediate language we use for Ada (Anna) does not exist for C.
The system presented (and those foreseen as possible future examples) is sequential. Many systems being developed are inherently concurrent in nature. The method should be extended to cover concurrency. At a certain level of abstraction in non-distributed systems, a concurrent system may be viewed as being sequential (if only the hardware were fast enough, it could be implemented that way). Concurrency then becomes an implementation issue, so the Z notation should be investigated to see how it will handle such systems.
The work described above must be performed in order that the method presented in the report may be applied to real systems with full formality. 
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Full Anna Specification
This appendix contains the complete Anna specification of the basic birthday book system. As in Appendix A, the specification is presented without explanatory text.
The specification presented in this appendix is typical of the output that should be generated by an automated tool transforming Z specifications into Anna.
We have not presented a specification of the refined basic system since the refinement has not been taken far enough for a precise corresponding Anna specification to be built. A further refinement must be made in the Z specification, making the infinite arrays into finite arrays (thus changing the meaning of the birthday book). It would be better to make this restriction in the top-level specification and then perform the refinement. We have chosen to follow the original example and would have to make the refinement at the lower-level Z specification, which we have not done. Such a refinement is feasible and the appropriate Anna specification could then be generated. This report describes a method for the formal development of Ada programs from a formal specification written in Z. ANNotated Ada (Anna) is used as an intermediate language linking the more abstract Z specifications fo the concrete Ada program. The method relies on the notion that successive small transformations of a specification are easier to verify than a few large transformations. Essentially the method uses three notations for the representation of the system: an implementation-independent notation for the specification of the system, an implementation-dependent notation for the representation of a lower level specification of the system, and the implementation language. Z and Anna are outlined briefly and examples of transformations are presented. A simple Z specification has been chosen and the transformations presented in the report are transformations of the Z specification into Anna. Conclusions are drawn about the development method presented.
